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ABSTRACT
In credit analysis process, soft information is needed to evaluate the reasonable credit proposed 
by borrowers. Soft information refers to non-quantifiable information such as assessments of the 
borrowers’ characters and reputation. This kind of information is only owned by loan officer 
since it cannot easily be transmitted within banking organizations. The interpretation of the soft 
information by the loan officer is a critical input for lending decision. This research uses loan 
officer working experience as a proxy of soft information, meanwhile quality of borrowers credit 
collectability is used as a proxy of credit default. Research hypothesis is that loan officer 
working experience positively affects the quality of borrowers’ credit collectability. 
Survey is conducted in this study. Thirty six Community Credit Banks (CCBs) were randomly 
selected as objects of the study. CCB is a bank that provides micro credit to rural community. 
Samples are 2,268 borrowers’ credit accounts. Frequency and cross tabulation statistics are used 
for descriptive analysis and binary logistic regression is used for verification analysis. 
Results of the study indicated that loan officer working experience has a positive effect on the 
quality of borrowers’ credit collectability. It is found that one unit increase in loan officer 
working experience will increase the probability of quality of borrowers’ credit collectability by 
5%. The increase in loan officer working experience refers to a better quality of soft information 
that him /her access. This will increase the predictability of borrowers’ probability to payback 
the loan. Accordingly, the improvement of quality of soft information obtained by loan officers 
will decrease the credit default. 
Keywords: micro credit; soft information; credit default; quality of borrower credit 
collectability; loan officer working experience 
INTRODUCTION
Luenberger (1995) states that information related to the uncertainty of information determine the 
level of uncertainty of an event. Basically, the information can be described by a collection of 
statements of uncertainty descriptions that form the structure of information. Information about 
the uncertainty of an event can be obtained by doing observation to value of the related variables. 
The result of observations of a variable is a signal (signal). Some signals can be incorporated into 
the framework of information and defines an information structure. Baye (2009) explains that the 
person whose information could send a signal as indicators of his/him characteristics to the other 
In credit markets, credit analysis is the process needed to obtain information about the 
willingness and ability of borrowers to repay their credit. Basically, a credit analysis activity is
the observation activity to credit analysis indicators data analysis obtained credit from customers. 
Observations are signals that provide information about the probability of occurrence of credit 
repayment by borrowers. Credit decision is taken by the bank base on this information. Scott 
(2006) states that there are two types of information are soft information and hard information. 
Soft information is information that is difficult to quantify (such as customer characters), 
otherwise hard information is information that can be quantified (such as customer financial). 
Both types of information are private information that is not published. A limitation of the 
acquisition of personal information cause the bank has no ability to measure the level of risk 
customers and vice versa customers will also have very limited access to credit markets.
Basically, the soft information is the result of personal interpretation of the credit officers to its 
customers. Berger and Udell (2002) explain that soft information is formed as a result of direct 
interaction between loan officers and their clients. Soft information may include assessments that 
affect the character of customer willingness and ability of borrowers to pay off their credit. Stein 
(2003) stated that soft information gives little value without the interpretation                                      
of the credit officers who deal directly with customers. Thus, the soft information is                           
difficult to quantify and difficult to be transmitted to the bank. 
Furthermore, Scott (2006) explains that credit decisions taken by the bank depending on the hard 
information and soft information. This is caused by the value of customer relationships with 
banks located in the software information about the customer who is owned by the credit officers 
in line with hard information about the customer who had collected the bank. Thus, the credit 
analysis process carried out by banks, other than hard information, there is information that 
affects the soft credit analysis. This credit analysis results provide information about the 
probability of occurrence rates of credit repayment by borrowers. If the information                     
indicates that the level of loan repayment probability of occurrence is high,                                  
the results of credit analysis to produce a decision that the bank will give credit to                                                   
the customer. Instead, the bank decided not to give credit to the customer. 
This study tested the role of soft information as part of the credit analysis process carried out by 
the bank. Scott (2006) uses loan officer turnover as a proxy of the soft information generated by 
the loan officer. In this study, the proxy of soft information is loan officer working experience 
who interacts directly with customers. Working experience shows the quality of loan officer
interpretation to the interaction with the client. These interactions can result in assessment of 
client characteristics that are difficult to quantify. Loan officers’ working experience will 
indicate the quality of soft information related to the assessment of client characteristics 
associated with the willingness and ability to pay off credit. Thus, the use of soft information can 
help reduce the credit default. In this case, the quality of borrower credit collectability is used as 
a proxy of credit default. Hypothesis of this research is that loan officer working experience 
positively affects the quality of borrower credit collectability. 
Tests conducted on the credit analysis process carried out by the Community Credit Banks 
(CCB), which is one type of banks in Indonesia, specifically provides credit to Small and 
Medium Enterprises (SME). CCB has a simple service procedure, quick processing, and credit 
schemes are more easily adjusted. Since CCB has concerned with personal approach method in 
daily operational, so direct interaction between the loan officer and borrower will became 
important issue. That personal approach method supports CCB performance in distributing credit 
funds to the rural community. This is evidenced by the data that the rate of CCB loan to deposit 
ratio is much better riding on the commercial banks in Indonesia. 
RESEARCH METHOD 
Object of this research is soft information on the credit analysis process which tested its impact 
on decreasing the level of customer credit failure. Loan officers working experience is used as 
proxy of soft information, meanwhile the quality of borrower credit collectability is used as 
proxy of credit default. The quality of borrower credit collectability is consist of two groups are 
good credit collectability and bad credit collectability. 
Survey is conducted in this study. Thirty six Community Credit Banks (CCBs) were randomly 
selected as objects of the study. CCB is a bank that provides micro credit to rural community. 
Samples are 2,268 borrowers’ credit accounts. Frequency and cross tabulation statistics are used 
for descriptive analysis and binary logistic regression is used for verification analysis. 
Econometric model of this research:
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DISCUSSION 
Descriptive Analysis 
CCB loan officer working experience varies from 1 to 22 years, with an average 9-year working 
experience. Based on the length of working experience, borrowers who became the sample is 
divided into 2 groups. The first group is a group of borrowers who are served by officers with 
less or equal to 9 years working experience. The second group is a group of customers who are 
served by officers with more than 9 years working experience. According to the data, 51.30% 
borrowers were served by the loan officers with less or equal to 9 years working experience. 
While 48.70% customers were served by loan officers with more than 9 years working 
experience. 
In the first group, good credit collectability is occurred in 87.18% of borrowers and bad credit 
collectability is occurred in 12.82% borrowers. Meanwhile in the second group, good credit 
collectability is occurred in 93.30% of borrowers and bad credit collectibility is occurred in 6.7% 
borrowers.
It can be concluded that group of borrowers whom served by loan officer with more than 9 years 
working experience have better credit collectability than the group of borrowers who served by 
loan officers with less than 9 years working experience.
Verification Analysis
Result of the test proof significant influence of loan officer working experience to the quality of 
borrower credit collectability. Table 1 show that working experience is significant at 0.05 levels
with a probability of 0.003. Original coefficient of this variable was 0.048 with a logarithmic 
transformation of 1.050. This means that each unit increase in loan officers working experience
will increase the odds of good credit collectability by 5%.
Table 1. The result of the test of loan officer working experience
B S.E. Wald df Sig.
Exp(
B)
Working 
experience
.048 .016 8.955 1
.00
3
1.050
Result of this research above show that the increase in loan officers working experience can 
improve the quality of the interpretation of interaction that happens between loan officers with
borrower. Loan officer with longer working experience can provide more accurate assessment of 
the borrower characteristic associated with his willingness and ability to payback the loan. 
Assessment of borrower characteristic could produce soft information which is difficult to 
quantify and only owned by the loan officer. In this case, the loan officer ability to make the 
interpretation of the interaction with borrower provides tremendous value to the soft information 
itself. Software information can be used to support credit decisions so that credit can be given to 
the right borrowers. In other words, the credit will be given to borrowers who have high levels of 
repayment probability and finally will reduce the level of credit failure occurred. Thus, the 
results of this study indicate the presence of a positive relationship between loans officers 
working experience with quality of borrowers’ credit collectability. So, the increment of the loan 
officers work experience will increase the odds of the good quality of borrowers’ collectibility. 
Data on the previous descriptive analysis shows that the average loan officers working 
experience is 9 years. Consistent with the results of this logistic regression, descriptive analysis 
shows that customers are served by a credit officer with more than 9 years working experience 
having better quality of credit collectability than the borrowers served by a loan officer with less 
than 9 years working experience.
CONCLUSIONS 
This research proof that soft information possessed by loan officer affect borrower credit default. 
Loan officers’ ability to interpret his interaction with borrower will produce valuable soft 
information credit analysis. In this case, the length of loan officer working experience will affect 
the quality of interpretation in assessing borrowers’ character related with the willingness and 
ability borrower to payback the credit. So, the increment length of loan officer working 
experience will improve the quality of soft information possessed by loan officer. Finally, this 
soft information has important role in credit analysis decision that could decrease credit default 
probability. 
Since CCB concerns with personal approach in maintaining its relationship with borrower, so, 
CCB has to try to improve its loan officer loyalty. Loan officers, who have been work for along 
time, will produce high quality soft information that will decrease credit default probability. 
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